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Everything You Need for Impressive Audio Productions

8p Dyna

High-quality 8-channel mic/line preamp with single-knob compressor in each 
channel, ideal to add studio-ready audio inputs to a SERIES 102i/208i via one 
or two optical cables, can also be used as standalone preamp with 8 balanced 
analogue line outputs (ships without software package)

2 mic /line/inst inputs (up to 10 audio inputs with SERIES 8p Dyna via 
single optical connec tion), high-grade Ultra-HDDA mic preamps for 
ultra-low input noise, 2 balanced line outputs, built-in DSP with  
mixer, routing and ef fec ts, MIDI I/O, low-latenc y direc t monitoring,  
2 headphones outputs … | tascam.eu/en/series _102i.html

4 mic /line/inst inputs (up to 20 audio inputs with t wo SERIES 8p Dyna via t wo optical 
cables), high-grade Ultra-HDDA mic preamps for ultra-low input noise, 8 balanced  
line outputs, built-in DSP with mixer, routing and ef fec ts, MIDI I/O, Wordclock I/O for 
precise syncing with other equipment, low-latenc y direc t monitoring,  
2 headphones outputs … | tascam.eu/en/series _208i.html

* Tascam Edition

Arrange and record with Cubase LE / Cubasis LE by Steinberg
Cubase is one of the most powerful music creation software packages in the world. It gives you all  

you need for composing, sequencing, recording, editing and mixing – on your PC, Mac or iPad.   iOS

Model your instrument with AmpliTube* by IK Multimedia
AmpliTube is a well-known guitar and bass tone studio with realistic amp and effects modelling.  

Plug your instrument into your SERIES interface and get that sound you were always longing for.  

Perfect your mix with Neutron 3 Elements by iZotope
Neutron features a mixing assistent powered by machine learning with modules like Transient Shaper, 

Compressor, Exciter, and more to get the most out of your tracks.  

Create high-quality masterpieces with T-RackS* by IK Multimedia
The Tascam edition of T-RackS includes three high-end audio processor modules to match that  

world-class sound easier than ever before.  IN
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Just Add Your Computer

SERIES audio interfaces from Tascam not only  
have their own powerful DSP processing.  
They also include an amazing software package 
which supports your creativity from start to end.

Just run up your computer, install, and take advantage of  
the many options that are otherwise only available to professional 
sound engineers.


